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Abstract—Embedded systems that are employed in safety-
critical applications require highest reliability. External watchdog
timers are used in such systems to automatically handle and
recover from operation time related failures. Most of the available
external watchdog timers use additional circuitry to adjust their
timeout periods and provide only limited features in terms
of their functionality. This paper describes the architecture
and design of an improved configurable watchdog timer that
can be employed in safety-critical applications. Several fault
detection mechanisms are built into the watchdog, which adds
to its robustness. The functionality and operations are rather
general and it can be used to monitor the operations of any
processor based real-time system. This paper also discusses
the implementation of the proposed watchdog timer in a Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). This allows the design to
be easily adaptable to different applications, while reducing the
overall system cost. The effectiveness of the proposed watchdog
timer to detect and respond to faults is first studied by analysing
the simulation results. The design is validated in a real-time
hardware by injecting faults through the software while the
processor is executing, and conclusions are drawn.

I. INTRODUCTION

For applications where a system crash could lead to human

injury, highest reliability is required. Such systems should have

fault tolerance mechanisms that account for the unexpected to

ensure proper safety of operation. These systems should also

be able to recover from a crash without any human assistance.

These fault tolerance mechanisms detect when a fault occurs

in order to handle the fault and to limit the system downtime

[1]. One way to achieve fault tolerance is by implementing

system redundancy. By using multiple copies of the critical

components of the system, the overall system reliability is

enhanced [2]. However, this improved system reliability is

achieved through increased hardware and software complexity,

depending on the type of architecture used.

When developing a fault-tolerant system, one of the most

cost effective ways of detecting and handling operation time

related failures is the watchdog [3]. A watchdog timer (WDT)

is a hardware subsystem that monitors the operations of the

system and takes certain actions in the event of detecting

a fault [4]. It typically consists of a timer circuit and the

processor is required to periodically reset the timer. If the

WDT expires, it is a secondary indication of some problem

with the system under observation [5]. When the processor

fails to reset the watchdog, a decision is made to restart the

system or put the system into a known state from which it can

recover, thus preventing further damages.

A watchdog can be internal (on-chip) or external to the

processor. Internal watchdog reduces the hardware complexity

and cost, however, is not a robust solution. The software has

control over it during runtime and a runaway code can disable

the watchdog timer [3]. Moreover, since it is connected to

the processor clock, a crystal failure will make the watchdog

incapable of monitoring the hardware for faults [6]. When

the reliability of an embedded system is crucial, external

watchdogs become unavoidable. An external watchdog runs

independent of the processor and does not share its clock

with the processor. This overcomes the limitations of internal

watchdogs and leads to much more robust fault-tolerant system

architectures [7].

A class of standalone watchdog timer microchips offer only

fixed timeout periods, which make them less generic. Other

set of devices allow adjusting the timeout periods by using

additional external circuitry. Though useful, this method adds

to the complexity of the hardware and increases the overall

system cost. The increased cost and complexity of external

watchdogs can be managed to a certain extend by realizing

the watchdog functionality within a Field Programmable Gate

Array (FPGA). Many of the modern embedded systems incor-

porate one or more FPGA devices to accomplish the desired

system functionality [8]. Accommodating the watchdog timer

within a FPGA can yield an efficient and robust solution.

The work done by Giaconia et al. [9] considered the

implementation of a custom concurrent watchdog processor

in FPGA for real-time control systems. The design did not

provide a timer for the processor; rather, it performed a

reasonableness check on some variables and a basic program

flow check. El-Attar et al. [10] proposed a sequenced watchdog

timer that used time registers to determine whether or not a

fault has occurred. However, it did not offer much configura-

tion options and the fault detection features implemented were

limited. In [11] the authors addressed the basic concepts of a

multiple hardware watchdog timer system in FPGA, but kept

the design of the watchdog simple.

In this paper, we propose the design of an improved

windowed watchdog timer and its implementation in FPGA.

Realizing the design in FPGA means that the same watch-

dog hardware can be interfaced to different processors and

systems, with only minor modifications of the associated
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hardware description language (HDL) code [8]. It also allows

for accommodating multiple watchdog timers for multicore

architectures. The proposed watchdog timer is well suited for

safety-critical embedded systems, where redundant channels

are employed to enhance the system reliability. Designing the

WDT as a reusable IP core also addresses the component

obsolescence issues faced by many embedded systems, es-

pecially those in the aerospace and military applications [12].

The paper describes the architecture of the proposed watchdog

timer, the fault detection features, and its implementation in

FPGA.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The

following section introduces the architecture of the proposed

watchdog timer. The fault detection mechanisms built into

the watchdog is discussed in III. Section IV describes the

implementation of the watchdog timer in FPGA. Simulation

results and evaluation of the design in hardware are detailed

in section V. Finally, section VI concludes this paper.

II. PROPOSED WATCHDOG TIMER ARCHITECTURE

An effective watchdog should be able to detect all abnormal

software modes and bring the system back to a known state. It

should have its own clock and should be capable of providing a

hardware reset on timeout to all the peripherals [3]. The watch-

dog timer proposed in this paper operates independently of the

processor and uses a dedicated clock for its functions. The

architecture follows a windowed watchdog implementation,

where the window periods can be configured by the software

during initialization. A fail flag is raised when the watchdog

timer expires and after a fixed amount of time from raising

the flag, a reset is triggered. The time in-between can be used

by the software to store valuable debugging information to a

non-volatile medium.

A standard watchdog timer can catch problems in the system

such as hanging because of endless loops in code execution.

However, the main disadvantage of this watchdog is that if

the system enters a fault state in which it continually resets

the timer, the error state will never be detected. In other

words, a standard watchdog timer can detect slow faults, but

cannot detect fast faults which occur within the watchdog

timer period [13]. However, a windowed architecture can

handle this properly. Here the watchdog defines a small time

window within which the watchdog must be reset in order to

avoid a timeout. This provides protection against systems from

running too fast and too slow [14], thus increasing the error

recognition coverage.

A. I/O Interface and Configuration

Fig. 1 shows the input-output (I/O) interface of the pro-

posed watchdog timer. The watchdog has two outputs, namely

the watchdog fail output (WDFAIL) and the reset output

(RSTOUT). When the SYSRESET input is low, the WDFAIL

output remains asserted and the RSTOUT output stays de-

asserted. The design also consists of a configuration register

with bit fields defined as in the figure. The register enables

adjustments to the watchdog parameters and also provides

status information. The WDRST and WDSRVC fields are used

respectively for resetting and servicing the watchdog. The state

of the INIT input and the WDFAIL output are automatically

updated in the configuration register. The SWSTAT field

holds the state of the service window and the FLSTAT field

logs the watchdog failure mode, if any. The control inputs

to the watchdog timer, ENABLE and RD/WR, permit the

read and write to the configuration register. The ABUS and

DBUS signals in the figure indicate address bus and data bus,

respectively.

SYSRESET

ENABLE
RD/WR
ABUS
DBUS
INIT

SYSCLK

WDFAIL
RSTOUT

Con guration
Register
FWLEN
SWLEN
WDRST
WDSRVC
SWSTAT
WDFAIL
FLSTAT
INIT

Fig. 1. Watchdog timer input-output interface and configuration register

The proposed windowed watchdog design constitutes a

service window and a frame window. The service window

duration will be much smaller compared to that of the frame

window. The length of the two windows can be programmed

by the software after power-up by writing to the bit fields,

SWLEN and FWLEN, in the configuration register. Once the

window periods are configured after power-up, modifying the

values is disabled by design. If needed, the software will have

to go through a stringent unlock procedure in order to be

able to once again write to the configuration register. This

prevents any accidental modification of the watchdog window

parameters by a runaway code.

The INIT input to the watchdog timer initializes the service

window. A high-to-low transition on this input will start the

service window, provided the fail flag (WDFAIL) is not active.

The processor is required to service the watchdog within the

service window, in order to prevent a timeout. The watchdog

timer is serviced using the watchdog service (WDSRVC) field

in the configuration register. A rising edge on this bit inside the

service window will immediately close the window and start

the frame window. The frame window defines how periodically

the watchdog should be serviced. Typically, the duration of

this window is kept slightly more than the main loop of the

embedded control system and the watchdog is serviced once

in every cycle [15].

The INIT signal to the watchdog timer can be driven in

different ways. One way is to trigger the INIT signal at the end

of the main loop, after performing some sanity checks [16].

An external interval timer may be used to avoid any processor

intervention in generating the INIT signal. The frame window

in this case should be set for a length slightly more than the

execution time of the main loop. This mode of configuration is
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particularly suitable for embedded systems that schedule their

tasks in frames.

B. Watchdog Timer Initialization

On power-up or reset the watchdog wakes up in a failed

state, i.e., the WDFAIL output will be asserted high. It is the

responsibility of the software to initialize the watchdog and

keep it running. Fig. 2 illustrates the waveform for watchdog

reset initialization and general operation. In order to bring

the watchdog to a working state, first the watchdog reset

(WDRST) field in the configuration register must be toggled

from low-to-high. This, followed by servicing the watchdog

inside the service window, will de-assert the WDFAIL flag

and make it operational. Since the frame window is kept

larger than the system frame time, another service window

will start before the current frame window expires. When the

watchdog is again properly serviced, the frame window will

be reinitialized. As long as the frame window counters keep

running, no failures will be flagged by the watchdog.

SYSRESET

WDRST

Service
Window

INIT

Frame
Window

WDSRVC

WDFAIL

Fig. 2. Watchdog timer initialization and service operation

Critical real-time embedded systems make use of redun-

dancy or diversity to achieve fault-tolerance [17]. Asserting

the watchdog fail signal on power-up proves to be a useful

feature for such systems. The fail state can be used to indicate

that a particular channel is unavailable for computations. Once

the watchdog is brought to a healthy state, the channel can

be declared online. Moreover, during normal operations if

a particular channel is found to be functioning abnormally,

the redundancy management logic can activate the watchdog

fail of that channel. This can effectively withdraw the faulty

channel from taking part in any further computations.

III. FAULT DETECTION FEATURES

Several fault detection mechanisms are built into the pro-

posed watchdog timer in order to improve its effectiveness in

capturing erratic software modes. When the software fails to

service the watchdog inside the service window, the window

expires and sets a fail flag internally. In this case, the frame

window does not reinitialize and expires upon reaching its

terminal value. On the expiry of the frame window the

watchdog asserts its WDFAIL signal, indicating a failure. This

failure mode is depicted in Fig. 3.

Service
Window

INIT

Frame
Window

WDSRVC

WDFAIL

Fig. 3. Watchdog fail due to frame window expiry

A watchdog fail will occur when the software services

the watchdog outside the service window, as shown in Fig.

4. It can be seen that the invalid service operation instantly

terminates the frame window and asserts the WDFAIL signal.

A favourable consequence of this feature is that two successive

service operations will also lead to a watchdog fail. Here,

the first service operation will immediately close the service

window and the next one will invariably occur outside the

window. This becomes equivalent to servicing the watchdog

outside the service window and leads to a watchdog failure.

Service
Window

INIT

Frame
Window

WDSRVC

WDFAIL

Fig. 4. Watchdog fail due to service outside the service window

Fig. 5 illustrates a scenario where the WDSRVC falling edge

is occurring inside the service window. This is also considered

as an illegal service operation and the watchdog fail signal is

asserted. This implies that, after servicing the watchdog, the

software is required to de-assert the WDSRVC signal before

the start of the next service window. All of these fault detection

mechanisms ensure that a software running haywire will not

go undetected by the proposed watchdog timer.

Service
Window

INIT

Frame
Window

WDSRVC

WDFAIL

Fig. 5. Watchdog fail due to WDSRVC falling edge inside service window

The WDFAIL output from the watchdog timer can be used

to activate a fail-safe state, or warn the processor of the fault

by issuing a non-maskable interrupt (NMI) signal. After a

predefined amount of time from asserting the WDFAIL output,
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the watchdog will assert its RSTOUT output. This signal can

be tied to the reset pin of the processor, causing it to reset

the embedded system automatically. The intervening time will

give the software an opportunity to save information that

can be valuable for debugging. In the event of a failure, the

corresponding failure mode will be logged in the FLSTAT

field in the watchdog configuration register. The software can

attempt to save this information also to a non-volatile memory

for debugging purposes.

IV. WATCHDOG TIMER IMPLEMENTATION IN FPGA

This section details the realization of the proposed watchdog

timer in FPGA. The high-level diagram of the watchdog

hardware is shown in Fig. 6. The design is clocked by its

SYSCLK input, which is independent of the processor clock.

The possible sets of window lengths are arrived based on the

application and hard-coded in the design. These values can be

selected by writing to the appropriate bits in the configuration

register - SWLEN for the service window and FWLEN for

the frame window - after power-on.

Once the values are selected, the window length configura-

tion fields get locked automatically; i.e., writes to these bits

are disabled. For the cases where the window lengths have to

be modified again, a 16-bit unlock register is provided in the

design. In order to change the window lengths, the software

will have to perform two successive writes to this register with

data 0xAAAA and 0x5555. Subsequent to writing the first

pattern the second one must be written within 10 μs, after

which the software gets a 10 μs period to modify the length

configuration fields. If these timings are not strictly met, writes

to these bits will remain disabled.

The service window is started when a high-to-low transition

is detected on the INIT signal. The service window uses

a derived clock (SWCLK) that is much slower than the

SYSCLK. The slower clock helps in reducing the number of

comparators required, thus minimizing the resource utilization

in FPGA. The service window has an offset up/down counter

that are clocked by the SYSCLK, and a main counter that

runs at SWCLK. The offset up counter finds the offset

(Toffset) between the INIT input and the next rising edge

of the SWCLK. This is necessary as the INIT signal may be

asynchronously driven and can come at any time within the

SWCLK period, Tswclk. The offset value is saved and the main

counter is started, which then runs for (SWLEN - 1) times.

Once the main counter expires, the offset down counter runs

for a duration Tswclk−Toffset. This counting procedure allows

for a precise control over the window length. The running

status of the service window is also updated in the watchdog

configuration register periodically.

When the watchdog is correctly serviced, the counters in the

service window stop immediately and the frame window starts.

The frame window also uses a derived slower clock (FWCLK)

for its operations. It has an offset up/down counter and a

main counter with functionalities similar to that of the service

window. The offset up counter here finds the offset between the

termination of the service window and the next rising edge of

Failure Modes:
Frame Window expiry OR

WDSRVC rising edge
outside Service Window OR

WDSRVC falling edge
inside Service Window

STATE0
WDFAIL = 1

STATE1
WDFAIL = 1

STATE2
WDFAIL = 1

STATE3
WDFAIL = 0

WDRST
rising edge

Service
Window

open

WDSRVC
rising edge

outside
Service
Window

WDSRVC
rising edge

SYSRESET

Service Window
closed OR

WDSRVC falling
edge inside

Service Window

Fig. 7. Finite state machine design of watchdog fault detection logic

the FWCLK. The main counter counts for (FWLEN - 1) times

which is then followed by the offset down counter. The frame

window counters reset when a watchdog service operation

occurs within the next service window duration, before the

frame window expires.

A. Reset Initialization and Fault Detection

The diagram in Fig. 7 shows the finite state machine (FSM)

implementation of watchdog reset initialization and fault de-

tection logics. On power-up the WDFAIL output is asserted,

indicating a watchdog failure. A rising edge on the WDRST

bit prepares the watchdog timer for initialization. When the

service window opens, a rising edge on the WDSRVC bit de-

asserts the WDFAIL output and the window counters start

running. However, if the watchdog is serviced incorrectly, the

whole initialization process is discarded and the software will

have to repeat the entire procedure. The WDFAIL signal gets

de-asserted only when the watchdog is properly initialized.

While the watchdog is up and running if any of the failure

modes described in section III occurs, the WDFAIL output

is again asserted. The configuration register is updated with

the failed status and the nature of the failure. Assertion of

the watchdog fail also triggers a reset counter that runs for a

predefined amount of time. The duration of the counter can be

determined by considering the amount of debug information

that needs to be stored. On the expiry of the counter, the WDT

asserts its RSTOUT output high. The reset counter will be non-

functional during power-up and the RSTOUT output will be

set to low at this point. When the watchdog is initialized for

the first time, the counter gets automatically enabled.
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Con guration Register
SWLENFWLEN ---

Frame
Window

Service
WindowFrequency

Divider

0xAAAA
0x5555

FWCLK
SWCLK
SWLEN

FWCLK
FWLEN

SYSCLK

INIT

DBUS
CS,

RD/WR

WDFAIL,
Failure mode

Pattern
Comparator

Write
Enable

WDSRVC

WDRST

WDFAIL

RSTOUT

Service
Window
closed

Down
Counter

SYSCLK

Fig. 6. Functional block diagram of the proposed watchdog timer

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed watchdog timer architecture has been im-

plemented using VHDL and realized in a FPGA device. A

dedicated 25 MHz clock signal was used for the SYSCLK

input. Possible values for the window lengths were calculated

based on the application and embedded in the design. In one

particular implementation of WDT for an embedded control

system, the service window duration could be 100μs, 200μs,

400μs or 800μs. The frame window had eight selectable

options - 1ms, 2ms, 5ms and then up to 30ms in steps of

5ms. The processor could select the desired window lengths

by writing the appropriate value to the configuration register.

A programmable interval timer was implemented in the

FPGA and the expiry of the timer was used to drive the INIT

signal. The WDFAIL output from the watchdog was used as an

interrupt request to the processor and the RSTOUT output was

connected to the reset pin of the processor. The reset counter

was designed to run for 3 milliseconds. This value was arrived

after calculating the amount of fault log information that will

have to be written to the NVRAM present in the system, in

the case of a failure. The duration of the reset pulse from

the watchdog timer was also set according to the reset input

requirements of the processor.

The proposed watchdog timer design has been simulated

using ModelSim software by creating adequate test benches

and running the acceptance test procedures (ATP). A processor

bus function model was used to access the configuration

register and service the watchdog as per the ATP. Fig. 8

shows the simulated waveform for WDT reset initialization.

On power-up, the WDFAIL output of the watchdog is asserted

high to indicate a failure. It can be seen from the waveform

that the service window opens (SWSTAT=1) when the INIT

signal goes low. Inside the service window, the WDRST bit

is set to high and then the WDSRVC bit is toggled from zero

to one. This closes the service window immediately and de-

asserts the WDFAIL output.

The functionality of the watchdog for all possible combi-

nations of window lengths were simulated and verified. Using

emulation based fault injection techniques, faults were intro-

duced in the test bench models. All the three failure scenarios

Fig. 8. Watchdog timer initialization from reset

mentioned in section III were created and the response of the

design was analysed. In all the cases the watchdog detected

the fault, asserted the WDFAIL signal, classified the failure

mode and logged the fault in the configuration register, before

initiating a system reset. The simulated waveform in Fig. 9

shows the response of the watchdog timer to an improper

service operation. It can be seen that the watchdog fail signal,

WDFAIL, is asserted within a short time of 81 ns.

Fig. 9. Declaration of watchdog fail for an improper service operation

A. Design Verification in FPGA

The design has been synthesised and implemented on a

Microsemi ProASIC3E series Flash based FPGA. A Flash

based FPGA device was chosen for its greater immunity to

single event upsets (SEUs), while allowing it to be in-system

reprogrammable [18]. The implementation occupied 648 logic

elements (3-input LUT equivalent), which amounts to only

1% of the selected device’s capacity. The design complexity

is slightly more than the work presented in [11]. Here, the

authors kept the design of the watchdog very simple and used

the expiry of a down counter to indicate watchdog fail. They

also illustrated the implementation of such multiple WDTs in
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one FPGA. The design proposed in this paper, however, uses a

windowed architecture and has several fault detection features

that are absent in the existing systems. The design can also be

extended to accommodate multiple watchdog timers within a

single FPGA. The proposed design also has advantages over

industry standard microprocessor supervisory circuits such

as MAX693/MAX6323/TPS381X in terms of configuration

options and fault detection features.

The design implementation has been proved in a real-

time safety-critical embedded system equipped with a 32-

bit NXP microcontroller. The window configurations for the

watchdog were selected according to the system requirements.

Software based fault injection method was used to validate the

design. This method involves the modification of the software

executing on the system in order to provide the capability to

alter the system state [19]. A typical hardware failure is when

the processor does not service the watchdog timer. This could

happen because of faulty memory reads or a software bug. The

processor may also mistime the servicing of watchdog due to

interrupt overloading, intermittent failures or transient faults.

Another case is when the processor services the watchdog too

frequently. Based on these actual hardware failures, models

were created for fault injection. Sufficient instructions were

inserted in the software to enable fault injection. A hardware

exception was raised to the processor during run-time to invoke

them and to create various failure scenarios.

The software execution was modified to skip the watchdog

service operation, allowing the frame window to expire and

raise the watchdog fail flag. The software was also made to ser-

vice the WDT outside the service window, which immediately

caused the watchdog fail output to go high. Another scenario

was created to service the watchdog two times successively.

This was also promptly detected by the watchdog and asserted

its fail flag. The setting depicted in Fig. 5 was created in the

software and observed that the design behaved as expected.

Finally, a hardware based fault injection was introduced to

fail the INIT input to the watchdog. Consequently, the service

window failed to start and caused the frame window to expire,

resulting in a watchdog fail. In all the above cases, the

proposed watchdog timer correctly classified the failure mode

and logged it in its configuration register. The reset counter

was also triggered and after 3ms the watchdog the asserted its

RSTOUT output, causing the system to reset.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presented in detail the architecture and design of

an improved windowed watchdog timer and its implementation

in FPGA. The watchdog timer runs completely independent

of the processor and permits adjusting the timer parameters

according to the application. Several fault detection techniques

are built into the watchdog for the early detection of erratic

software modes. It has the capability to identify the failure

type and log it, which can become valuable while debugging.

Upon detecting a failure, the watchdog timer also allows the

software sufficient time for saving the debug information,

before initiating a reset.

Implementing the entire design in FPGA has the advantage

of making it adaptable and reusable. HDL based designs

are vendor-independent and can be used on different FPGA

devices with low overhead. The same design can also be

customised for different processors and applications with only

minor HDL modifications. In addition, realizing the design in

FPGA addresses the component obsolescence issues present

in long life cycle embedded systems. The implementation has

low complexity and takes up very less amount of hardware re-

sources. The proposed design was tested in a real-time safety-

critical embedded hardware using fault injection techniques

and proved to be effective in handling various faults.
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